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Abstract6

We report on the first measurement of J/ψ photoproduction from nuclei in the7

photon threshold energy region of Eγ < 10.6 GeV as well as below the threshold8

energy Eγ ∼ 8.2 GeV. These data were measured using a tagged photon beam incident9

on nuclear targets deuterium, helium, and carbon, searching for the semi-inclusive10

reaction A(γ, e+e−p) with dilepton mass M(e+e−) ∼ mJ/ψ = 3.1 GeV. We examine11

the cross-section for incoherent J/ψ photoproduction across nuclei and place limits on12

substantial deviations from plane-wave predictions. In helium and carbon we observe13

“sub-threshold” production of J/ψ from photons with energies below the proton energy14

threshold 8.2 GeV, and comment on the implications on nuclear structure.15
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1 Introduction33

The partonic structure of nuclei has been an outstanding question in nuclear physics since34

the discovery of the EMC effect [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], which first observed that the structure35

functions of bound nucleons differ from those of free nucleons. In the decades since this36

discovery, many high-precision measurements from a large number of nuclei have furthered37

our knowledge of the modification of quarks in nuclei, but the underlying cause of this effect38

remains unknown [8, 9, 10, 11]. Studies on the EMC effect, which is dominant in the valence39

region 0.3 ≲ x ≲ 0.7, have focused on the quark sector, as deep-inelastic scattering is well-40

suited to measuring quarks in this region. However, there are as yet no similar constraints41

on the gluon structure of the nucleus in these regions.42

With the recent 12 GeV upgrade of the Jefferson Lab CEBAF accelerator, substantial43

progress has been made in measuring the production of J/ψ from protons in the near-44

threshold energy region [12, 13, 14]. As protons lack a substantial intrinsic charm content,45

the production of charmonium is understood to be mediated primarily by the exchange of46

gluons. These interactions are sensitive to the gluon density of the probed hadrons, with47

longitudinal momentum fraction x ≈ m2
J/ψ/2mNEγ set by the energy of the incoming photon48

beam. These studies, which include data measured in experimental Hall D, have provided49

the first experimental insights into the high-x gluon content of the proton.50

Photoproduction of J/ψ from nuclear targets has the potential to give similar understand-51

ing of the gluon content of nuclei and bound nucleons. In particular, the “sub-threshold”52

photoproduction of charmonium using photons with energy below Eth
γ ≈ 8.2 GeV has long53

been sought after as a signature of high-energy gluon configurations in the nucleus [15, 16,54

17]. More recently it has been understood that high-energy gluons could result largely from55

high-momentum nucleons in Short-Range Correlated (SRC) pairs [18]. Sub-threshold pro-56

duction of J/ψ has the potential to be sensitive to a number of exotic effects in nuclei, such57

as the modification of gluons in SRCs or hidden-color components of the nucleus [19], and58

is therefore a valuable measurement for our understanding of nuclear structure in extreme59

conditions.60

Few measurements of low-energy J/ψ photoproduction from nuclei have been performed61

to date [20, 21], and these measurements have been limited, measuring only the inclusive62

production of J/ψ and having no direct knowledge of the incident photon energy. A dedicated63

search for sub-threshold production of J/ψ has also been made [17], but was performed at64

energies far below threshold and observed no events.65

In this note, we present the first measurement of J/ψ production from nuclear targets66

in the near- and sub-threshold region of 7 < Eγ < 10.6 GeV. These events are identified by67

the detection of semi-inclusive A(γ, e+e−p), following the leptonic decay J/ψ → e+e−. The68

detection of a knocked-out proton allows both an improved reconstruction of the dilepton69

mass and an inference of the initial-state nucleon momentum, allowing an examination of70

the nuclear effects present in the reaction. We observe a small but significant number of71

J/ψ events from photons with energy Eγ < 8.2 GeV, marking the first such observation of72

sub-threshold production of charmonium. We characterize these events and comment on the73

implications of the measurement.74
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Figure 1: Left: Confidence level for the kinematic fit for candidate events from helium. Confidence
level was required to be greater than 10−3. Right: PID figure-of-merit for proton candidates in
helium events. FOM was required to be greater than 10−2.

2 Event Selection75

Events measured in the GlueX spectrometer were selected with the purpose of identifying76

(γ, e+e−p)X events resulting from the photoproduction of a J/ψ. Data from all nuclei77

using the ver01 calibration was skimmed using standard halld recon software and the78

ReactionFilter plugin (ver07 skims). The ReactionFilter was used to specify the desired79

final-state consisting of e+e−p(X) and selected all candidate events. While the ReactionFilter80

is typically used to perform kinematic fitting for exclusive reactions, this measurement is81

inclusive; as such, the only constraint used was the requirement of a common vertex for all82

tracks, and no momentum constraints were used. The skim allowed events with up to one83

additional charged track and two additional showers, and also recorded beam photon hits84

from the four beam bunches before and after the bunch associated with the RF time.85

Results of the reconstruction skim were further processed using the DSelector macro [22].86

At this stage further cuts were places on the selected events. No cuts were placed on the87

PID of the knocked-out proton, as this was found not to improve signal significance following88

lepton PID. Beam photons were required to have energies Eγ > 7 GeV, as luminosity at lower89

energies is more challenging to model and contributes very little to J/ψ production. Charged90

particles were required to have a momentum p > 0.4 GeV, as well as an angle θ > 2◦ to avoid91

the beamline. In order to limit the data to the region of J/ψ production and the surrounding92

backgrounds, the invariant dilepton mass was restricted to 0.8 < Mee < 3.5 GeV.93

Further cuts were applied to the output of the DSelector. Events with additional tracks94

or showers in the detector were rejected. The vertex of each event was required to originate95

within the target, with 51 < z < 79 cm and
√
x2 + y2 < 1 cm, as shown in Fig. 1. The96

energy balance of the reaction with a photon candidate was restricted, requiring the one-97

nucleon “missing energy” Emiss ≡ Eγ +mN − Ee+ − Ee− − Ep to be small, |Emiss| < 1, as98

shown in Fig. 2. The invariant dilepton mass was further restricted to Mee > 2 GeV.99

Tagged beam photons were associated with an event if they fell within 2 ns of the RF100
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Figure 2: Missing energy distribution for candidate events from helium, including accidental beam
photon subtraction. The elastic peak with no missing energy can be seen, as well as a tail extending
to nonzero missing energy.

time. To account for the substantial rate of accidental photons in the tagger, off-time photons101

between 6 and 18 ns from the RF time of the event were taken as a measurement of the102

photon pileup to be subtracted from the data via event-mixing.103

2.1 Lepton PID104

Identification of the electron and positron in this reaction is the primary challenge in reducing105

background from π+π−p(X) production. Previous measurements [23, 24] of J/ψ production106

in GlueX (performed using hydrogen targets) used two methods to perform electron/pion107

(e/π) separation by examining the charged particle showers in the calorimeters.108

For lepton candidates impacting in the Barrel Calorimeter (BCAL), which covers angles109

θ > 11◦, the inner layer of the the calorimeter was used as a pre-shower detector, and the110

energy deposition in this layer was required to satisfy Epre sin θ > 30 MeV, where the sin θ111

factor accounts for the path length of the particle in the layer. Pions deposit much less112

energy in this region than electrons, allowing for significant rejection of pinon backgrounds.113

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of this scaled preshower energy for the data compared to the114

signal simulation. The same cut value was selected in this case as for the previous Hall D115

analyses, as the BCAL was not different between the experimental setups.116

Further electron/pion separation is performed by selecting on p/E, where p is the mea-117

sured momentum of the charged particle from the kinematic fit and E is the energy deposition118

of this particle in the calorimeter. Electrons and positrons deposit almost all their energy119

in the calorimeters, whereas pions deposit only a small fraction; as such, requiring p/E ∼ 1120

significantly reduces the background of the pion. The previous J/ψ analyses in Hall D re-121

quired −3σ < p/E − ⟨p/E⟩ < +2σ for both lepton candidates, where the resolution σ for122

the lepton p/E is determined separately for FCAL and BCAL showers.123

As this measurement of p differs in resolution from exclusive γp → e+e−p with a full124

kinematic fit, the values of these resolutions were determined from the candidate leptons125

in our data. Events with one lepton candidate impacting the FCAL and the other lep-126
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Figure 3: Helium data (left) compared with (γ, J/ψp) simulation (right) for the scaled preshower
energy for lepton candidates impacting the BCAL. In data a large fraction of lepton candidates
deposit little energy in the preshower layer, while simulated leptons deposit much more energy.

ton impacting the BCAL were used to separately measure the resolution in p/E for each127

calorimeter, with the resolution assumed to be similar for electrons and positrons. In each128

axis, a signal slice −3σ < p/E − ⟨p/E⟩ < +2σ was compared with a background slice129

+3.5σ < p/E − ⟨p/E⟩ < +5.5σ to account for pion contribution under the lepton peak; a130

slice along the BCAL axis allows one to examine the FCAL p/E, and vice versa. Fig. 4131

shows an example of such a slice used to measure the p/E resolution for FCAL candidates,132

where regions of the BCAL were used to determine signal and background in the FCAL p/E133

distributions.134

Comparison between background and signal slices allows measurement of the resolution135

on p/E for leptons: the background slice is fit with a fourth order polynomial in order to136

determine the shape of the pion contribution, and this background model, along with a137

Gaussian description of the p/E ∼ 1 peak, are fit to the signal slice, with the normalization138

of each component allowed to vary. Measurement of the resolution for one calorimeter allows139

refinement of the signal and background slices for measuring the other calorimeter, and this140

process was iterated to determine the resolution on p/E separately for the FCAL and the141

BCAL, found to be 8% and 7%, respectively. These values, particularly the FCAL, are142

found to deviate somewhat from those observed in the GlueX analysis. This is primarily a143

result of the worse momentum resolution on charged particles, particularly in the forward144

region. As this reaction is not exclusive, kinematic fitting does not allow improvement of145

the momentum resolution for charged particles using the beam photon information, and the146

longitudinal momentum component is reconstructed more poorly.147
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Figure 4: Helium p/E distribution for the two lepton candidates in events with one FCAL (x-
axis) and one BCAL (y-axis) candidate. Signal and background regions for measuring the FCAL
resolution are indicated with the horizontal red lines; similar vertical slices were used for measuring
the BCAL resolution.
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Figure 5: Left: Distributions of p/E for helium FCAL lepton candidates, including the signal slice
(black) and the background slice (blue) normalized to the same background contribution. The
background polynomial fit (blue line) and as well as the Gaussian signal (red line) are shown with
the data. Left: Difference between signal and background slices, normalized to the fit coefficient
for the polynomial background contribution. The Gaussian description of the lepton signal is also
shown.
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Figure 6: Same as Fig. 6 but for helium BCAL lepton candidates.
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3 Observables148

The primary means of selecting J/ψ → e+e− decays in data is examining the invariant149

mass of the dilepton system. This requires reconstructing the 4-momentum of each lepton150

candidate and taking the square of the sum of these momenta:151

M2
e+e− = (pe+ + pe−)

2 (1)

In exclusive γp → e+e−p events, this invariant mass is well-reconstructed, as kinemati-152

cally fitting the event with the requirement of full 4-momentum conservation leads to well-153

reconstructed lepton momentum. In non-exclusive γA → e+e−p(X) events, such restrictive154

kinematic fitting is not possible, and the resulting lepton momenta are more poorly recon-155

structed, leading to a similarly poor reconstruction for the dilepton mass Me+e− .156

We note that not all components of momentum are reconstructed equally well. In the157

solenoid magnetic field of GlueX, the transverse component of momentum p⃗⊥ can be recon-158

structed with good precision from the curvature of the tracks in the draft chambers. The159

longitudinal component pz and the energy E are more poorly reconstructed, requiring a160

combination of the longitudinal momentum component and the polar angle θ of the track.161

The use of “light front” variable can help to mitigate these challenges. The energy and162

longitudinal momentum can be expressed in two linear combinations, denoted the “plus”163

and “minus” components of momentum:164

p± = E ± pz (2)

These variables have previously been used in analysis of nucleon knockout data with165

poor momentum resolution [25]. While the “plus” component of momentum is still poorly166

reconstructed, the “minus” component, representing the difference between the energy and167

longitudinal momentum, suffers very little smearing as a result of detector resolution.168

∂p−

∂pz
=
pz
E

− 1 = O
(
p2⊥/p

2
z

)
(3)

This effect, combined with the relatively small smearing for the transverse components of169

momentum in GlueX (a consequence of the solenoid magnet), provides us a combination of170

momentum variables that may be reliably used to describe the initial nuclear state. We note171

that for the final-state proton, which is low momentum, the impact of smearing is relatively172

small in reconstructed variables; for the high-momentum final-state leptons, this smearing173

is much larger, and thus the plus components of the lepton momentum p+e± are the most174

affected.175

In the case of the semi-inclusive production from deuterium γd → e+e−p(n), the re-176

quirement of a missing neutron provides an additional constraint on the momentum of the177

final-state particles. We may define the missing mass178

m2
miss = (pγ + pd − pe+ − pe− − pp)

2 , (4)

where pγ is the 4-momentum of the beam photon, pd is the 4-momentum of a deuteron at179

rest in the lab frame, and pp is the momentum of the detected proton. In the case of a180

deuteron target, mmiss = mN is an equality.181
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Figure 7: Left: Reconstructed (orange) and thrown (blue) values for the two-nucleon missing mass
in J/ψ production from helium. The true thrown value can be seen to be very close to the nucleon
mass, while the measured value suffers substantial resolution effects. Right: Same as left, but for
carbon.

The dilepton mass may be expressed in terms of the missing mass, the beam photon182

energy, and the well-reconstructed “minus” components of the final-state momenta183

M2
e+e− =

(
p−e+ + p−e−

)(
2Eγ +md − p+p −

m2
miss + p2tot,⊥
md − p−tot

)
−

(
p⃗⊥e+ + p⃗⊥e−

)2
(5)

where the “total” momentum ptot ≡ pe+ +pe− +pp has been defined for brevity’s sake. While184

this definition does rely on the plus component p+p of the proton momentum, it is entirely185

independent of either lepton plus momentum p+e± , which are the primary source of resolution186

effects on the dilepton mass. In the case of deuterium, this equation may be used exactly187

with the insertion mmiss → mN .188

In the case of other nuclei, we may still define a “two-nucleon missing mass”:189

m2
miss,2N = (pγ + p2N − pe+ − pe− − pp)

2 , (6)

where p2N is the 4-momentum of a nucleon pair at rest in the lab frame. This “missing190

mass” definition assumes that the struck nucleon in the reaction was recoiled against by a191

single spectator nucleon, which carried the missing energy and momentum of the reaction.192

This is an approximation, as in most cases the full nucleus carries the recoil 4-momentum.193

However, we observe in Fig. 7 that the two-nucleon missing mass can be seen to be very194

close to the nucleon mass.195

As such, the previous relationship between the dilepton mass and the two-nucleon missing196

mass can still be helpful; by performing the substitution mmiss,2N → mN we may construct197

a proxy for the dilepton mass which suffers far less from the impact of detector resolution,198

allowing isolation of J/ψ → e+e− decays above background.199

M2
e+e− ≈M2

e+e−,2N =
(
p−e+ + p−e−

)(
2Eγ + 2mN − p+p − m2

N + p2tot
2mN − p−tot

)
−
(
p⃗⊥e+ + p⃗⊥e−

)2
(7)

Fig. 8 shows the impact of smearing in simulated γA→ J/ψp events. The reconstructed200

dilepton mass using the measured lepton momentum can be seen to suffer considerable201

resolution effects, resulting in a mass resolution of ∼ 70 MeV. In contrast, the “2N-proxy”202

mass is far less impacted by detector smearing, with a mass resolution of 25-30 MeV, a factor203

of 2.5 better.204
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Figure 8: Left: Measured dilepton mass (orange), compared with the corrected mass using the
2N-breakup assumption (green) in simulated J/ψ production from deuterium. Also shown is the
true J/ψ mass of 3.096 GeV/c2 (blue). The corrected mass observable shows significantly improved
resolution compared with the measured mass. Center: Same as left, but for helium. Right: Same
as left, but for carbon.
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4 Monte Carlo205

The quasi-elastic channel (γ, J/ψp) was simulated using a factorized cross section model in206

the Plane-Wave Impulse Approximation (PWIA):207

dσ(γA→ J/ψpX)

dtd3pmissdEmiss
= vγi ·

dσ

dt
(γp→ J/ψp) · S(pmiss, Emiss) (8)

where vγi = pγ · pi/(EγEi) is the relative velocity between the photon and the struck proton208

i, and the differential cross section dσ/dt for the exclusive process (γp → J/ψp) was taken209

from a fit to GlueX data [14], This fit took the functional form for the total cross section210

following Refs. [19, 26]211

σtot = σ0 · (1− χ)β (9)

where212

χ = (m2
J/ψ + 2mpmJ/ψ)/(sγp −m2

p) (10)

and the values σ0 = 5.9 nb and β = 1.2 were found fitting to data, as shown in Fig. 9.213

The t-dependence of the cross section was assumed to follow a dipole form F (t) ∼ 1
(1−t/m2

s)
2 ,214

using a weighted average ms = 1.35± 0.04 for the dipole parameter following extractions in215

Ref. [14], assuming weak dependence on sγp.216

The spectral functions S(pmiss, Emiss) for helium and carbon were taken from Ref. [27]217

for the mean-field component and the Generalized Contact Formalism [28, 29, 30] for the218

SRC component, calculated using the phenomenological AV18 interaction [31]. The momen-219

tum distribution for deuterium was taken from Ref. [32], again calculated using the AV18220

interaction. The produced J/ψ was assumed to conserve the helicity of the incoming photon,221

with the decay following a (1 + cos2 θGJ) distribution in the Gottfried-Jackson frame. The222

generated PWIA events were simulated using the GEANT model of the GlueX detector [33],223

and were reconstructed using standard GlueX reconstruction software in the same manner224

as measured data.225
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4.1 Efficiency226

The results of Monte Carlo simulation are used to estimate the efficiency for detecting γA→227

J/ψpX events. We use simulations of the three nuclei and compare the yield before and after228

the application of detector efficiencies, smearing, and selection cuts to determine the fraction229

of events which pass each level of selection230

We note that the GlueX Monte Carlo has been validated against Bethe-Heitler data in231

previous studies of J/ψ production at GlueX [14]. This study found generally good agree-232

ment between data and simulation, but noted a discrepancy in the normalization between233

simulation and data. The study estimated a 20% uncertainty on the normalization of J/ψ234

data when using simulated efficiency calculations and multiplied the Monte-Carlo-calculated235

efficiency by a factor of 0.847 ± 0.019; we therefore assign the same uncertainty on our236

extracted cross sections and perform the same correction on the calculated efficiencies.237

4.2 Proton Transparency238

As the final state measured in this reaction includes both the J/ψ → e+e− decay and the239

knocked-out proton, the effects of nuclear transparency must be considered. For the J/ψ,240

this effect can be neglected because even in the case of rescattering, the leptonic decay will241

still be detected and overall yields will be unaffected. For the proton, the transparency factor242

must be accounted for in determining the cross section.243

In the case of deuterium, measurements of (e, e′p) quasi-elastic scattering [34, 35] may be244

used to determine a data-driven estimate of 90± 1% transparency on protons at O(1 GeV)245

momentum, with little deviation as a function of momentum.246

Further details to be expanded on for the calculation of helium and carbon transparency.247
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5 Normalization248

The determination of the absolute cross section for γA→ J/ψpX is performed by using the249

measured γA luminosity as well as efficiencies calculated from the Monte Carlo simulations.250

The cross section may be determined using the formula251

σ(Eγ) =
Y (Eγ)

L(Eγ)× ϵ(Eγ)×B(J/ψ → e+e−)
(11)

where Y is the yield of J/ψpX events, L is the luminosity for the nucleus in the energy range252

of interest, ϵ is the detection and cut efficiency for the e+e−p final-state in the kinematics of253

interest, and B(J/ψ → e+e−) is the branching fraction of J/ψ to e+e−.254

Appendix A describes the measurement of the tagged beam photon flux f on the target255

using the Hall D Pair Spectrometer. The calculated luminosity L requires knowledge also of256

the target length L and number density N :257

L = f × L×N (12)

We note that the dominant systematic uncertainties on individual flux measurements are258

related to the acceptance and efficiency of the Pair Spectrometer, and therefore cancel in a259

ratio.260

We also note that the photon flux and luminosity must be defined both in terms of the261

tagged number of photons (that is, the number of beam photons which can be reconstructed262

using a measured electron) and as a function of the beam photon energy; as such, any values263

of flux or luminosity represent an integral of some range of measured photon energies. Table 1264

shows the measured beam photon flux and luminosity in the energy range 6 < Eγ < 10.8265

GeV.266

Table 1: Tagged flux and luminosity for each target and for beam photons with energy 6 < Eγ <
10.8 GeV.

Nucleus Tagged Photon Flux (1012) Tagged Luminosity (pb−1·nucleon)
Deuterium 12.4 35.9
Helium 31.0 66.9
Carbon 51.0 103.5
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6 Systematic Uncertainties267

Section to be completed. Point-to-point systematic uncertainties include luminosity, effi-268

ciency, yield extraction, and cut dependence. Overall normalization uncertainties include269

luminosity, efficiency, and nuclear transparency.270
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Figure 11: Dilepton invariant mass spectrum in the full photon energy range 7 < Eγ < 10.6 GeV,
above the proton energy threshold. The production of J/ψ can be seen by observing peaks near
M(e+e−) ∼ 3.1 GeV, with some shifting due to proton rescattering.

Table 2: J/ψ → e+e− yields for each nucleus as a function of beam photon energy.

Nucleus 7÷ 8.2 GeV 8.2÷ 9.5 GeV 9.5÷ 10.6 GeV 8.2÷ 10.6 GeV 7÷ 10.6 GeV

Deuterium - 7.7± 4.0 16.1± 6 21.7± 7.8 23.8± 8.6
Helium 7.2±4.5 27.7± 8.0 15.8± 6.4 40.3± 10.2 45.8± 10.9
Carbon 7.6±3.9 15.1± 6.7 31.6± 13.2 43.7± 14.0 50.0± 13.6

7 Results271

In Fig. 11 we examine the distribution for the dilepton invariant mass using the previously-272

described “2N-proxy” variable. For each nucleus we observe statistically significant peaks in273

the vicinity of the expected J/ψ mass mJ/ψ = 3.096 GeV. We note that the exact locations274

and widths of these peaks is subject to some distortion which differs across nuclei. This is275

believed to be an effect of final-state interactions on the relatively low-momentum outgoing276

proton. As the proton is used in the reconstruction of the dilepton invariant mass, changes277

in its outgoing momentum result in distortions of the J/ψ peak. This effect increases with278

the size of the nucleus, causing the observed trend as a function of A.279

In Fig. 12 we examine these dilepton invariant mass spectra as a function of the beam280

photon energy Eγ. We split the spectra into three bins: the low-energy sub-threshold region281

7 < Eγ < 8.2 GeV, the medium-energy region 8.2 < Eγ < 9.5 GeV, and the high-energy282

region 9.5 < Eγ < 10.6 GeV. For deuterium, the statistical accuracy of the data does not283

allow a clear examination of the energy-dependence of the cross section. For helium and284

carbon, however, the dilepton mass spectrum in each energy bin clearly shows a peak from285

J/ψ → e+e− decay. Notably, this includes the sub-threshold energy region, with photons286

too low-energy to produce J/ψ from a standing proton.287

In Fig. 13 we show the dilepton invariant mass spectrum when combining the data from288

helium and carbon targets, both of which showed indications of sub-threshold production289

(unlike deuterium). The combined spectrum shows a more substantial indication of J/ψ →290

e+e− production, though statistics in the sub-threshold energy region remain highly limited.291

Nonetheless, this measurement marks the first observation of sub-threshold photoproduction292

of J/ψ in γA collisions.293

From these spectra we extract the yield of J/ψ → e+e− decays in the data as a function294

of the photon energy Eγ. Table 2 shows the extracted yields for each nucleus in different295

bins of energy.296
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Figure 12: Same as Fig. 11, but split into 7 < Eγ < 8.2 GeV (top), 8.2 < Eγ < 9.5 GeV (center),
and 9.5 < Eγ < 10.6 GeV (bottom). Clear indications of sub-threshold J/ψ production may be
observed in helium and carbon.

Using the measured luminosity and simulated efficiency as a function of Eγ, as well cor-297

recting for nuclear transparency, we calculate the cross section for each nucleus, presently298

including only statistical and background-related uncertainties. In Fig. 14 we show the299

energy-dependent cross sections for helium and carbon. The data are compared with the300

plane-wave calculations for the cross section, split into mean-field and SRC contributions.301

Fig. 15 shows the yield-weighted combined cross section for helium and carbon compared302

to the plane-wave calculation. In each case, no substantial deviation from plane-wave pre-303

dictions is observed, though a slight excess of sub-threshold events does seem to be present.304

Bin-centering for each energy bin was done by determining the value of Eγ at which the305

cross section equals the bin-averaged value, according to plane-wave calculations.306

Fig. 16 shows the energy-averaged cross section for each nucleus for both the full energy307

range and the above-threshold region. Data are again compared with plane-wave predictions,308

and no substantial deviations are observed.309
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Figure 13: Dilepton invariant mass spectrum in the sub-threshold energy range 7 < Eγ < 8.2 GeV,
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a clear and statistically-significant observation of J/ψ → e+e− below threshold.
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A Flux403

One of the important tasks of the Hall D pair spectrometer (PS) is to determine a flux of colli-404

mated beam photons incident on the GlueX target, which is needed to measure cross sections405

of various physics processes. The photon flux is obtained by reconstructing electron-positron406

pairs produced by beam photons during the physics run. The PS was integrated into the407

GlueX trigger system and allowed to record e+e− candidates in parallel with taking experi-408

mental data. The number of beam photons (Nγ) is related to the number of electron-positron409

pairs, (Ne+e−), detected by the pair spectrometer according to the following expression:410

Nγ =
Ne+e−

Nconv σe+e− ϵ A
, (13)

where Nconv is the number of atoms in the pair spectrometer converter, σe+e− is the pair411

production cross section, ϵ is the efficiency of detecting leptons in the PS counters, and A is412

the PS acceptance. The denominator in Eq. 13, K = Nconvσe+e− ϵ A, was obtained during PS413

calibration runs, where we simultaneously measured the number of electromagnetic pairs and414

the number of photons in the beam . For the calibration, we used a small electromagnetic415

calorimeter, which was inserted into the photon beam and allowed us to directly count the416

number of beam photons.417

The tagged photon energy distribution is used in the event generator by randomly se-418

lecting a beam photon energy according to this distribution. The tagged energy spectra419

are determined from the PS data for every run in the SRC experiment and are stored in420

the calibration database. The Hall D simulation framework allows to generate MC samples421

according to realistic run-by-run dependent distributions of tagged photon energy spectra422

and electron beam energies.423

A.1 Non-target hits for flux ratio determination424
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Figure 17: Left: Gaussian fit of non-target vertex peak centered near 84.6, behind the target.
Right: Ratio of gaussian peak heights (error bars) compared to measured flux valuse (dashed lines)
between all three targets.
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B Extended Figures425

B.1 p/E Fitting426
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Figure 18: Left: Distributions of p/E for FCAL lepton candidates, including the signal slice (black)
and the background slice (blue) normalized to the same background contribution. The background
polynomial fit (blue line) and as well as the Gaussian signal (red line) are shown with the data. Left:
Difference between signal and background slices, normalized to the fit coefficient for the polynomial
background contribution. The Gaussian description of the lepton signal is also shown.
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Figure 19: Same as Fig. 6 but for BCAL lepton candidates.
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Figure 20: Left: Distributions of p/E for FCAL lepton candidates, including the signal slice (black)
and the background slice (blue) normalized to the same background contribution. The background
polynomial fit (blue line) and as well as the Gaussian signal (red line) are shown with the data. Left:
Difference between signal and background slices, normalized to the fit coefficient for the polynomial
background contribution. The Gaussian description of the lepton signal is also shown.
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Figure 21: Same as Fig. 6 but for BCAL lepton candidates.
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Figure 22: Di-lepton pair invariant mass. Left: Light-cone proxy variable. Right: True invariant
mass.
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Figure 23: Di-lepton pair invariant mass. Left: Light-cone proxy variable. Right: True invariant
mass.
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Figure 24: Di-lepton pair invariant mass. Left: Light-cone proxy variable. Right: True invariant
mass.
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Figure 25: pT
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Figure 26: αmiss
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Figure 27: Kmiss
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